
I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap - ples  and  ba - nan - as.
I   like    to     ate,      ate,         ate,            ayp-ples  and  bay-nay-nays.
I   like    to     eet,      eet,         eet,            eep-les    and  bee-nee-nees.
I   like    to     ite,       ite,          ite,             iyp-ples   and   by  -ni  -niys.
I   like    to     ote,      ote,         ote,            op - ples  and  boy-noy-noys.
I   like    to     ute,      ute,         ute,            u -  ples   and  boo-noo-noos.
I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap -ples   and  ba - nan - as.

I     like    to     eat,      eat,        eat,          ap - ples and ba-nan-as.
(verses repeat as above ...)

(long a sound)

(long e sound)

(long i sound)

(long o sound)

(long u sound)

I Like to EatI Like to Eat campsong
arr:  LJClare  2008

Key G, first note B(mi
a cappella count-in:  1n2n3I like to...

Variation 1:   traditional - short vowels
Variation 2:   long vowels
Variation 3:   game   ---combines long and short vowels

piano

It’s hard not to smile while singing this well known camp song.   Try it during Language Arts to 
teach vowels sounds.



Sing or use the CD to play "I Like to Eat."   If you're not familiar with the song, 
its much easier to learn by listening than reading the music and words.   As 
you sing the "nonsense" verses, hold up the card with the matching vowel.   
Be prepared for giggles as something in this song usually sets off Grade One 
students.

By the time you have sung or played the CD through, students have heard the 
tune seven times!   Invite students to sing with you.   Again, hold up each 
vowel card for its verse.

andante

allegro

presto
Try singing the song at a different tempo.

VariationsVariations for "I Like to Eat Apples and Bananas"

A simple change makes this song into a game/literacy practice.   Prepare 
cards with the long and/or short vowels.   As singers near the end of the first 
verse, hold up any card.  The singers then need to sing the verse that 
corresponds with the vowel.

AA

BB Practice for adding an instrument by clapping every time the word "eat" is 
sung.  Give students a choice of percussion instruments  --its a rowdy song, 
so a mix of instruments sounds effective.   More interest may be added by 
having all students stand and "stomp" (stamp one foot) on the word "eat."
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New Song:New Song:  I Like to Eat

I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap - ples  and  ba - nan - as.
I   like    to     ate,      ate,         ate,            ayp-ples  and  bay-nay-nays.
I   like    to     eet,      eet,         eet,            eep-les    and  bee-nee-nees.
I   like    to     ite,       ite,          ite,             iyp-ples   and   by  -ni  -niys.
I   like    to     ote,      ote,         ote,            op - ples  and  boy-noy-noys.
I   like    to     ute,      ute,         ute,            u -  ples   and  boo-noo-noos.
I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap -ples   and  ba - nan - as.

I     like    to     eat,      eat,        eat,          ap - ples and ba-nan-as.
(verses repeat as above ...)

(long a sound)

(long e sound)

(long i sound)

(long o sound)

(long u sound)

I Like to Eat campsong
arr:  LJClare  2008

Key G, first note B(mi
a cappella count-in:  1n2n3I like to...

"I Like to Eat" is a camp song that encourages nonsense, and teaches long vowel sounds as an 
unexpected extra.   The origin of the song in unknown but it is sung around North America 
and beyond.  I heard children in Ecuador singing it as part of an English lesson.  



Rhythm Counting: Rhythm Counting: Fruits

"Sometimes I eat apples(clap the rhythm of the word as 

you say it), sometimes I eat watermelon(again clap the 

rhythm), sometimes I eat pears(clap the rhythm).   What 
fruits do you like to eat?"  (Listen to a student response, 
then say it again, clapping its rhythm.   Repeat several 
times.)

"Every word has a musical rhythm count.   Watch and 
listen while I rhythm count "apple."  (Say and clap  
"apple".   Now, mouth the word, and count where the claps 
would be on your fingers.  Repeat this.   )

"Now let's do it together."  (Say and clap the word.   
Silently say/mouth the word and count where the claps 
would be with fingers.)

Do the musical rhythm count for several other "fruits".   

C l a p p i n g  t h e  
rhythm of a word 
usually means 
o n e  c l a p  p e r  
syllable.

  X  X
ap-ple

  X
pears

 X   X    X    X
wa-ter-me-lon

When students have "caught on" to rhythm counting, ask them to show you the 
count for a word with the number of fingers they hold up,  e.g. for "apple"  --
students hold up two fingers after they have counted.  "Show me with your 
fingers" is a quick and easy tool for assessing how many in the class have 
mastered the technique.

peach(1)
peaches(2)

strawberries(3)
cherries(2)
cherry(2)

watermelon(4)
cantaloupe(3)
grapes(1)

mango(2)
pineapple(3)
kiwi(2)

I can do music in Lesson  6 .  My name is _________________________________
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andante
allegro

presto

A, E, I O U.  Do you know your vowels too?

Long vowels
 say 
their own name.

The "fast" and "slow" in music is called tempo.

Presto music is very fast.
   Print the name of something that goes like presto music.      _____________________

Allegro music is lively.
   Print the name of something that goes like allegro music.     _____________________

Andante music is slow and stately. 
   Print the name of something that goes like andante music.   _____________________

Play the "Tempo" game with some friends.
Take turns being the leader.
The leader points to one of the tempo words,.
     and counts in:  1,   2,   ready,  read.
Everybody says the vowel question at the correct tempo.

A, E, I O U.  Do you know your vowels too?

Play the Vowel Game with some friends.
Take turns being the leader.
The leader points to a vowel 
      and counts in:   1,  2,  ready, sing.
Everybody sings "I Like to Eat" with the vowel sound.

car

roller coaster

turtle
me 

Point to a vowel and ask me what it sounds like!

BB Work Page Conducting and Tempo

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sing:  "I Like to Eat"

Place the vowel cards on the pocket chart, reminding 
students that a line over the vowel means its a long 
sound  i.e. the letter says its own name.

Take a moment to practice the vowel card sounds   --
-point to one, class says it, etc.

Sing the "ordinary" first verse of the song.   The 2nd 
verse becomes whichever vowel you point to  --i.e. 
students need to "read" the next verse.  When 
students become accustomed to this, try changing 
vowels mid verse.

If you decide to add short vowels into the fray  --try 
adding one or two at a time.

Add the tempo cards to the pocket chart.

Invite a student to be the conductor.
First the student-conductor chooses a tempo.
Then the student-conductor begins the song with the 
usual first verse.   Finally, the student-conductor 
points to a vowel for a second verse.

Review the instructions on the work page and allow 
some partner time for playing the games, and filling 
in the words.

6.

I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap - ples  and  ba - nan - as.
I  like     to     ate,      ate,         ate,            ayp-ples  and  bay-nay-nays.
I  like     to     eet,      eet,         eet,            eep-les   and  bee-nee-nees.
I  like     to     ite,       ite,          ite,             iyp-ples  and  by-ni-niys.
I  like     to     ote,      ote,         ote,            op - ples  and  boy-noy-noys.
I  like     to     ute,      ute,         ute,            u -  ples   and  boo-noo-noos.
I  like     to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap -ples   and  ba - nan - as.

I     like    to     eat,      eat,        eat,            ap - ples and ba - nan-as.
verses repeat as above ...

(long a sound)
(long e sound)
(long i sound)
(long o sound)
(long u sound)

I Like to Eat
campsong

Key G, first note B(mi)



I can do music in Lesson  6 .  My name is _________________________________
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andante
allegro

presto

A, E, I O U.  Do you know your vowels too?

Long vowels
 say 
their own name.

The "fast" and "slow" in music is called tempo.

Presto music is very fast.
   Print the name of something that goes like presto music.      _____________________

Allegro music is lively.
   Print the name of something that goes like allegro music.     _____________________

Andante music is slow and stately. 
   Print the name of something that goes like andante music.   _____________________

Play the "Tempo" game with some friends.
Take turns being the leader.
The leader points to one of the tempo words,.
     and counts in:  1,   2,   ready,  read.
Everybody says the vowel question at the correct tempo.

A, E, I O U.  Do you know your vowels too?

Play the Vowel Game with some friends.
Take turns being the leader.
The leader points to a vowel 
      and counts in:   1,  2,  ready, sing.
Everybody sings "I Like to Eat" with the vowel sound.

car

roller coaster

turtle
me 

Point to a vowel and ask me what it sounds like!

I   like    to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap - ples  and  ba - nan - as.
I  like     to     ate,      ate,         ate,            ayp-ples  and  bay-nay-nays.
I  like     to     eet,      eet,         eet,            eep-les   and  bee-nee-nees.
I  like     to     ite,       ite,          ite,             iyp-ples  and  by-ni-niys.
I  like     to     ote,      ote,         ote,            op - ples  and  boy-noy-noys.
I  like     to     ute,      ute,         ute,            u -  ples   and  boo-noo-noos.
I  like     to     eat,      eat,         eat,            ap -ples   and  ba - nan - as.

I     like    to     eat,      eat,        eat,            ap - ples and ba - nan-as.
verses repeat as above ...

(long a sound)
(long e sound)
(long i sound)
(long o sound)
(long u sound)

I Like to Eat
campsong

Key G, first note B(mi)
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